
FBC Devotion Thursday July 29 2021 Genesis 13:5-13 Peace In the Family 

“Finally Abram said to Lot, “Let’s not allow this conflict to come between us or our herdsmen. After 
all, we are close relatives.” Genesis 13:8 

For Abram, everything isn't smooth sailing! After his return to Canaan from his disastrous trip to 
Egypt, there arises a conflict between himself and his nephew Lot. It was a conflict that had serious 
ramifications and had to be resolved. 

Just like Abram, there are times in life when conflicts arise. How we deal with those conflicts reveals 
more about our characters than we want to admit. Because what you are when the pressure is on is 
what you really are! 

Abram's Trouble with Lot. Both Abram and Lot had gained immense wealth and power. Neither is 
inherently wrong as long as they are controlled by the right spirit. It’s when our "things" control us, 
then we are headed for trouble. 

Their problem remained unresolved and eventually developed into a bone of contention. Evidently, 
each wanted the best grazing ground for their flocks and herds. How Abram and Lot responded to this 
crisis in the family says a lot about the character of each. If you want to know the true character of any 
person, just see how they respond in a time of crisis or conflict! 

A Plea For Peace - Abram displays a loving, gracious spirit when he deals with Lot. He gives a two-fold 
reason as to why they should live in peace. By the way, his reasons for them are still valid for the 
church today! 

They Were Brothers - They should love and respect one another! The same is true concerning the 
church. Even in the best of circumstances, conflict is always a possibility. In the church, there should 
be peace, love and tenderness between the members, but, however, it is never right, regardless of the 
reason.  

There’s nothing so important that should be allowed to tear up the work of the Lord in His church. 
How can the Lord bless an atmosphere of discord. The best course of action is to forgive and to forget!  

The World Was Watching - Verse 7 tells us that the Canaanites were living around them at the time. If 
these warlike people saw an opportunity to attack them and take their possessions they would. No 
doubt these people were keenly interested in Abram's God. They would evaluate his religion by the 
effect it had on his life.  

The same problems confront the church in our day, when conflicts arise in the church and divides the 
believers. When we fight, the world sees our lack of love, tenderness and forgiveness and concludes 
that we are no better off than they are, and that this "Jesus business" means nothing. 

A Price For Peace - Abram willingly gave up his rights as the elder of the family. He could have chosen 
first, but he yielded to Lot. He willingly placed Lot's happiness, wishes and rights ahead of his own. 
This is not something we see often, but it’s what believers are supposed to do. We should never 
compromise the truth to please anybody! However, there are times when we should give in to the 
wishes, needs and rights of others! 


